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Introducing Zouk Capital
Background

:

Focus on cleantech investment since 2004

Assets

:

Over €400m under management across 2 investment strategies

Team

:

25 members - 14 nationalities - 11 languages
14 private equity professionals specialised in cleantech investing

Approach

:

Dual-track approach to cleantech: growth capital and infrastructure investment

Funds

:

Growth Capital

Infrastructure
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Cleantech Europe I

Cleantech Europe II

Vintage: 2007 Size: €88m

Vintage: 2011 Size: €230m

Renewable Energy &
Environmental Infrastructure
Fund I (‘ZSOL’)

Renewable Energy &
Environmental Infrastructure
Fund II

Vintage: 2008 Size: €52m

Vintage: 2012/13 Size: €200m*

* Targeted; first closing achieved in May 2012

A Diversified Approach to Cleantech Investment

Growth Equity

Infrastructure

Cleantech Europe I

Renewable Energy & Environmental
Infrastructure Fund I (‘zSOL’)

2007 :

€88m

2008 : €52m

Cleantech Europe II

Renewable Energy & Environmental
Infrastructure Fund II

2011 : €230m

2012/13 : €200m*

Over €400m currently under management
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* Targeted; first closing achieved in May 2012

Cleantech Investment Space
Cleantech investment space
Industrial
productivity

Example sectors

§ Energy storage
Resource
efficiency

Energy
efficiency

§ Clean transportation
§ Efficient lighting
§ Grid optimisation

Cleantech

§ Power management
§ Water efficiency
Sustainable
consumption
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Alternative
energy

§ Advanced materials

Boom & Bust Cycles in Cleantech
§ Technology hype has often driven investment cycles
§ Investment needs and development times have been

Solar

underestimated

§ However, these technologies are still necessary and continue
to make progress

Agri-Fuels

§ What’s next?
Wave Turbines

Fuel Cells

1995
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2000

2005

2010

Cleantech Challenges: Lessons Learned Over 20 yrs
Long technology development
cycles

• Time from technology innovation to commercialization not always
aligned with investor goals
• Small scale projects subject to economic downturns; bigger equipment
manufacturers preferred

Capital intensity of hardware based
products

• CAPEX intensive industrial projects require huge financing
• Strong balance sheets required
• Projects often require more time than planned to realize

Dependency on regulatory
frameworks

• Carrots are rolled back (FIT)
• Regulatory changes faster than tech dev cycles

Dependence on strong gate
keepers

• Risk averse or late adopter utilities and OEMs
• Enterprise customers considering service models over capex spend

Cleantech is part of industrial
policy

• Chinese PV companies received $66.1 bn since 2010
• China plans to invest $740 bn in cleantech by 2020

Challenges facing the cleantech industry undeniable; however, rapid continued innovation
and fundamental opportunities remain, which in many ways are more promising than the
historical cleantech hype
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Transformational Shifts in the Energy Industry
Decoupling of energy and
economic growth

• Western economies are 25% less energy intensive in 20 year
• 2011: German GDP: +3%; energy demand: -1%
• German energy demand was 10% less in 2011 compared to 1990

Digitization and networking of
energy markets

• Connected environments and active consumers are creating a new
energy use landscape (e.g. smart grid, big data, analytics)
• Consumers can intelligently manage demand

Fall in renewable generation costs

• Renewable power generated at zero marginal cost
• Wholesale prices hit a 5 year low: €40/MWh
• 70% of new built power capacity in Europe in 2011 was renewable

Shift towards decentralized energy
generation

• Germany moved from 150 centralised power stations to 1.5m
decentralised power stations (reduced transmission losses)
• 22GW of renewable power generation owned by privates; 4 GW owned
by utilities
• Noone wants a multi-gigawatt power plant in their backyard

The rise of shale gas as a
dominant fuel

• US turns from a 45% net importer of oil and gas in 2012 to energy
independence
• US to become world’s largest oil and gas producer in 5 years (IEA)
• Integrates well with renewable energy

As clean and renewable energy technologies become more reliable, affordable and scalable
they continue to drive us towards a fundamentally new energy economy
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Sources: Alexa Capital, Zouk

Cleantech 2.0 – Cleantech Goes Digital
Truly intelligent and flexible grids

• Efficiency of storage solutions continues to become more efficient (e.g.
capacitors, fuel cells, etc.) digital tech can help optimize the grid now
• Predictive analytics and smart control systems drive efficiency

Connected machines, buildings &
homes

• Advances in power electronics, digital storage, and processors are
causing rapid developments in controls and automation for the built
environment

Shift from industrial to digital heavy
energy users

• Historically, heavy energy users have been municipal and industrial
power users
• Digital infrastructure (datacentres) is becoming a significant driver of
energy consumption

Ubiquitous sensors, large data
sets, and analytics

• Massive optimization potential across industries (e.g. Transportation,
water, agriculture, materials, etc.)

Digital convergence is driving a whole range of investable new cleantech opportunities
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Cleantech 2.0 – Cleantech Becomes Ubiquitous
Operations and logistics efficiency

• Enterprises focus renewable activities on drivers of operational
efficiency
• Supply chain optimization efforts continue to optimize resource use
and reduce environmental footprints

Sustainable agriculture

• Intelligent sensor networks, data analytics, and material handling
robots streamline the agricultural sector

Emerging energy services models

• Growth of regional or community power networks / systems
• Increase in value and uptake of energy efficiency services to
customers
• ESCOs

Collaborative consumption, upcycling, and value from waste

• Increasing monetization and repurposing of waste streams
• Growing consumer acceptance of shared and services based
transactions vs. outright ownership

Resource productivity and optimization opportunities are increasingly economical and
valuable – cleantech in the context of resource efficiency is no longer just an opportunity but
an imperative.
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Investment Considerations
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Reduced dependence on
regulatory framework and industrial
framework

• Investments should be sustainable without dependency on policy
driven incentives
• Businesses must be agile enough to adapt to changing industrial
models

Proven, cash generative business
models

• Demonstrable customer and revenue traction is critical to business
model validation
• Cash generation for re-investment important

Capital efficient growth
opportunities

• Fast growth at low CAPEX
• Capital light solutions for customers

Early exit perspectives

• Investment horizons of investors shorten
• Exit focus and alignment at investment stage

Diversification

• Investors must manage portfolio risk
• Consider technology, business model, and value chain diversification
strategies

Contact Information

Zouk Capital LLP
140 Brompton Road

Contact

London
SW3 1HY
United Kingdom
www.zouk.com
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Alois Flatz

aflatz@zouk.com

+43 676 700 78 02

Legal Notice
The information contained in this document (the "Information") is issued by Zouk Capital LLP (the "Issuer") on a confidential basis to a limited number of prospective investors ("Prospective
Investors") and their respective legal counsel and/or other advisers ("Advisers") for the sole purpose of providing information in relation to the potential investment by Prospective Investors in
interests ("Interests") in the fund to be known as Renewable Energy and Environmental Infrastructure Fund II (the "Fund"). Neither Prospective Investors nor their Advisers should construe
the Information as legal, tax, financial, investment, accounting or other advice, or as a recommendation by the Issuer, any of its affiliates, advisers, directors, employees or agents, that any
Prospective Investor should acquire any Interest. Prior to making any investment, potential investors should arrive at an independent evaluation of such investment opportunity.
The Information is qualified in its entirety by reference to the subscription agreements, limited partnership agreement(s) and any other legal documents constituting the Fund (the "Fund
Documents"). Each investor who acquires an Interest will be bound by the terms and conditions of the Fund Documents. In the event that the descriptions in, or terms of, the Information are
inconsistent with, or contrary to, the descriptions in, or terms of, the Fund Documents, the Fund Documents shall prevail. The Information is subject to withdrawal, cancellation, modification
or updating without notice, and is subject to the approval of certain legal matters by counsel and certain other conditions. This document is strictly private, proprietary and confidential. This
document may not be distributed, published, reproduced or transmitted in whole or in part, and the information contained herein (including the potential investment opportunity) may not be
disclosed by a recipient to any third party. By accepting delivery of this document, the recipient agrees to keep the information it contains strictly private and confidential, and to return this
document to the Issuer at any time upon the Issuer's request. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be given by the Issuer or its affiliates, advisers, directors, employees
or agents, and, without prejudice to any liability for, or remedy in respect of, fraudulent misrepresentation, no responsibility or liability or duty of care is or will be accepted by the Issuer or its
affiliates, advisers, directors, employees or agents, as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness, currency, reliability or reasonableness of the information or opinions contained in the
Information or any other written or oral information made available to any Prospective Investor or its Advisers in connection with any application to subscribe for interests in the Fund (a
"Proposed Subscription") or otherwise in connection with the Information. In particular, but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no representation or warranty is given as to the
achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, forecasts, targeted or illustrative returns (“Forward-Looking Information”). Actual events and circumstances are difficult or
impossible to predict and will differ from assumptions. A number of factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those in any Forward-Looking Information. There can be no
assurance that the Fund’s investment strategy or objective will be achieved or that investors will receive a return of the amount invested. To the fullest extent possible by receipt of, and using,
the Information, you release the Issuer and each of its affiliates, advisers, directors, employees and agents, in all circumstances (other than fraud) from any liability whatsoever and
howsoever arising from your use of the Information or any information or communications provided in connection with any Proposed Subscription. In addition, no responsibility or liability or
duty of care is or will be accepted by the Issuer or its respective affiliates, advisers, directors, employees or agents, for updating the Information (or any additional information), correcting any
inaccuracies in it or providing any additional information to any Prospective Investor or its Advisers. Accordingly, none of the Issuer or its affiliates, advisers, directors, employees or agents
shall be liable (save in the case of fraud) for any loss (whether direct, indirect or consequential) or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement in, or omission from,
the Information or in, or omitted from, any other information or communications provided in connection with any Proposed Subscription.
Investment in the Interests will involve significant risks. An investment in the Fund is only suitable for sophisticated investors and requires the financial ability and willingness to accept the
high risks and lack of liquidity inherent in an investment in the Fund. The Fund's investments may be difficult to value and involve an above-average level of risk. No assurance can be given,
and no representation is made herein, that the Fund's investment strategy will be achieved or that investors will receive a return of their capital. Any offer or sale of securities (or Interests
such as those described in this Information) may in certain jurisdictions be restricted by law. Any Prospective Investors who are considering making an investment in the Fund are required to
inform themselves about, and to observe, any such restrictions. It is the responsibility of each Prospective Investor to satisfy themselves as to full compliance with the applicable laws and
regulations of any relevant territory, including obtaining any requisite governmental or other consent and observing any other formality presented in such territory. No action has been taken to
permit a public offering of the Interests in any jurisdiction where action for that purpose would be required. This Information does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to
buy Interests in any jurisdiction to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation in such jurisdiction.
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